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Housekeeping

Care Planning – What’s It For?
Care planning is the way you can
 Obtain the health and medical care you
want and
 Avoid the care you don’t want,
 Even if you can’t speak for yourself.

 Handouts

Slides and handouts available at
peaceattheend.org
on the Care Planning page
 Time
 Questions

Why do care planning? – Let’s drill down
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Peace at the End

Without Peace at the End

Without Peace at the End

Where We Die
 68%

of Californians don’t die at home*,
they die at

 Last

days in a hospital or skilled nursing
facility.

A hospital, SNF or assisted living (large or
small) facility

An ER, ICU, rehab unit, etc.
 Surrounded

by machines, likely to be
prodded and awakened at all hours.
 Not peaceful or dignified.

* Source: MacPherson and Parikh, 2017

With Peace at the End

With Peace at the End
We have time and space,
 To be with those we love.
 To achieve, resolve and prepare.
 For meaningful conversations, fulfilling
wishes and sharing stories and laughter.
 For quiet reflections.
 To reconcile, connect and support each
other.

 Each

of us has time and makes space near
the end of life for peace, comfort, support
and dignity.

 Pain,

anxiety and other symptoms are
appropriately and professionally handled.
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Your Experiences
 Have

you seen the end-of-life go well?

 Have

you seen the end-of-life go badly?

Let’s Use
Care Planning
to obtain
Peace at the End

Care Planning – Who Needs It?

Core Legal Concepts
You have a right to decide whether to
-- start,
-- decline or
-- stop
available medical treatment (“care
decisions”).
2. You have a right to name another
person to make care decisions for you.
1.

Care planning is for all adults – not just
those who are older than I am.

Sometimes It’s Hard . . .
 “I’m

not a planner”
probably need a lawyer . . . ”
 “I don’t want to think about illness or
dying or leaving loved ones behind”
 “I don’t want to talk about those things”
 “If I raise this with family I could open up
issues that are uncomfortable”

What can happen
without Care
Planning?

 “I’ll
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Key #1
Select Agents Well

The Six Keys to Care
Planning Success

It Ain’t Automatic
People-work
before
Paperwork

Under CA law, who has priority to make care
decisions for a married 50 year old woman
who is incapacitated?
a.
b.
c.
d.
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Spouse
Oldest child
Parents
None of the above

It Ain’t Automatic (cont’d)

It Ain’t Automatic (cont’d)

Under CA law, who has priority to make care
decisions for an unmarried 25 year old man
who is incapacitated?

Under CA law, who has priority to make care
decisions for an unmarried 25 year old man
who is incapacitated?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Parents
Oldest sibling
Best friend
None of the above

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Legal Lingo

Domestic partner
Parents
Oldest sibling
Best friend
None of the above

Mr. Wrong

 Principal

= The person signing the
advance directive naming others to make
decisions for them.

 Agent

= A person named to make
decisions under an advance directive.

Agent Selection Criteria Grid

Criterion #1

Seven Selection Factors

Candidate Name or
Initials

#5
#4
Will they be
Can you talk
#6
#7
able to ask
with them
Will they
Will they be
questions and
#2
#3
about personal get answers
follow your
able to stand
#1
beliefs and
Will they be
Will they be
from doctors wishes, even if
up for you
Are they at
they don't
against those
clearheaded available when issues that
and hospital
least age 18? when needed?
matter?
agree?
who disagree?
needed?
staff?

Are they at least age 18?
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Criterion #2

Criterion #3

Will they be clearheaded
when needed?

Will they be available when
needed?

Criterion #4

Criterion #5

Can you talk with them about
personal beliefs and issues
that matter?

Will they be able to ask
questions and get answers
from doctors and hospital
staff?

Criterion #6

Criterion #7

Will they follow your wishes,
even if they don’t agree?

Will they be able to stand up
for you against those who
disagree?
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Agent Selection Criteria Grid

Please Don’t Name Co-Agents

Seven Selection Factors

Candidate Name or
Initials

 Co-Agents:

giving two or more Agents
equal power to decide.
 Means all have to agree or the
decision won’t be made.
 Better = name in sequence

#5
#4
Will they be
Can you talk
#6
#7
able to ask
with them
Will they
Will they be
questions and
#2
#3
about personal get answers
follow your
able to stand
#1
beliefs and
Will they be
Will they be
from doctors wishes, even if
up for you
Are they at
they don't
against those
clearheaded available when issues that
and hospital
least age 18? when needed?
matter?
agree?
who disagree?
needed?
staff?

Key #2

Make it Official

Make your selection official
by naming your Agent(s) in
your Power of Attorney for
Health Care
(sample in your handouts)

Document Properly

Agent Invalid

Who can’t be an agent?
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Woeful Witnessing

Witnessing Rules

Witnessing Rules (cont’d)

What about a POLST?
 Physician

Orders for Life-Sustaining
Treatment (POLST)
 Medical order – covering treatments like
CPR
Artificial nutrition and hydration (feeding
tubes)
Intubation, ventilator
Dialysis

What about a POLST? (cont’d)
 Signed
 When

by patient (or surrogate) and MD

should it be done?

Person is seriously ill or frail and MD wouldn’t be
surprised if person died within a year

 NNNY

(not now, not you)
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About Caring House
 Part

of the movement to improve the endof-life experience for men and women and
families in America
Dr. Atul Gawande – Boston, Being Mortal and

The Checklist Manifesto

Dr. Ira Byock – Torrance, The Providence
Institute for Human Caring

About Caring House

Kind words . . .
“. . . I can't imagine what it would have been like for us to have
been in any other setting, including her own home where we
had tried so valiantly to keep her.
I truly wish we had entrusted her to your care sooner.
The incredible love and caring and calm bright feeling at Caring
House are just a blessing to anyone caring for a loved one who
is suffering. Not to mention how professional and knowledgeable
everyone is.
Everyone cared for mom and for us in the most giving of ways!
Thank you again for your kindness."

A

warm five-bedroom home in a
residential neighborhood.
 Licensed by CA Dept of Social Services as
an RCFE with full hospice waivers
 An IRC 501(c)(3) nonprofit
 Revenues are from sliding scale payments
by residents/families and from donations

-- Delia Cotter, daughter of Delia Gondar

Key #3

About Caring House (more)
 2,600+

days of Peace at the End for our
residents and families since opening in
2016

Figure Out What
Matters to You
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Boilerplate Problem

What’s Most Important?
What, if it was gone,
would tell you that
life is no longer
worth living?

Key #4

“My Lawyer Did It”

Communicate

“My Lawyer Did It”

Now, Communicate
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Now, Communicate (cont’d)
 Was

this effective communication?
 What would have made it better?

Two monologues
do not equal
a dialogue

Five Things to Talk About
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Icebreakers

Here’s what’s important to me.
Can and will you help me?
What are the potential challenges for us?
Who else can help?
What can we do together to make this
work out well?

“I need your help with something.”
2. “Remember when [John] died? I’m
thinking I want the same [or something
different].”
3. “I was thinking about what happened to
[Mary], and it made me realize . . .”
1.

Reference: theconversationproject.org

Icebreakers - More

The Dog Ate It

“Even though I’m okay right now, I’m
worried that . . . . . . . . . , and I want to
be prepared.”
5. “I need to think about the future. Will
you help me?”
6. “I just answered some questions about
how I want the end of my life to be. Can
we talk about my answers? And what
yours might be?”
4.
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Key #5

Wallet Card

Agent Training

Clueless

Star Trek Prime Directive

Agent’s Prime Directive
Starfleet personnel
shall not interfere with
the internal development of
alien civilizations.
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1.

Follow the Principal’s wishes

2.

If not known, follow the Principal’s values
and views

3.

If not known, use Agent’s best judgment
and act in the Principal’s best interests

Agent’s Top Duties

Agent Tasks

1.

Speak for and make care decisions for
the Principal

1.

Regularly communicate with the Principal
and others.

2.

Communicate with the Principal to learn
wishes, values and views

2.

Get educated about how to do an
awesome job.

3.

Keep up to date

3.

Be available when needed.

Agent Tasks (cont’d)
4.

Let the healthcare team know that you
are the Agent.

5.

Establish who will be the “MD
Quarterback.”

6.

Ask questions until you have enough
information.

Agent Tasks (cont’d)
7.

Understand the context.

 Just

getting started vs. ODTAA Syndrome
 Progressive illness? What stage?
 Exhaustion?
 Looking for a cure vs. Time for Peace

Agent Tasks (cont’d)
8.

Goals of Care

Set and revise Goals of Care.
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Return to
Good Health

Create a
Good Death

Combat or
Slow Illness

Peace and
comfort

Agent Tasks (cont’d)
9.

Two Hands Up?

Make decisions.

 Question

#1 -Would the
treatment be
medically helpful?

 Question

#2 -Would the Principal
say “Yes” to the
treatment?

Two Hands Up?

Agent Tasks (cont’d)

Pursue
the treatment if

10. Set

time limits

Don’t pursue
the treatment if

Time Limits are Crucial
 Set

Agent Tasks (cont’d)

time limits

11. Stay

on top of Discharge Planning

Hours, days, weeks
 Start

discharge planning on or before the
date of admission.
When move to the next level?
What services and equipment needed?
Where can services be provided?
Who will provide the care?
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Discharge Planning (cont’d)

Agent Tasks (cont’d)

Role of Agent:

12. Keep

 Be

13. Self

proactive
 Obtain and review Written Discharge Plan
 Consider appealing the discharge order

family informed.

care.

Better to stay, or better to go?

Success as an Agent

Key #6

Success as an Agent is 75% preparation.

Keep Up to Date

The other 75% is caring.

That’s Old News

The Q&A Page
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Slides and handouts available at
peaceattheend.org
on the Care Planning page
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